Lightroom Overview
*This is a special workshop being given to a private photography organization*
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, February 6th, 7th, 8th 2018 6:30pm – 8:30pm
Location: Private Location

Lightroom (LR) has gained rapid acceptance by millions of photographers because it
provides the ultimate in organization, efficiency and improved image
processing. Currently being offered by Adobe as both a “purchased” program as well
as a “subscription,” LR is THE standard for photographers’ image editing and
organization.
This seminar is an overview of importing information about your images into LR and
the Develop module. Importantly, you will learn how to organize your images for
optimal use within LR and will be provided with a simple and logical roadmap for
backing up your LR catalog and your invaluable images. We will go through the LR
Preferences so you can properly set them for the most efficient LR processing and
performance. We will then go through basic image editing using the very capable
Develop module.
After attending the seminar, you will have a solid understanding of LR’s image
processing and organizational features and be ready to begin using this amazing
program.
Please EMAIL ME if you have questions or would like to reserve your spot.

What some past participants have said:
“Some may possess your extensive knowledge, but not your ability to convey it in such
an organized and multi-level way. Thanks for taking the time to teach us!” KO
“Thank you, thank you for a fabulous and comprehensive introduction to Lightroom.
You are an amazingly clear and comprehensive instructor.” CW
“Ordinarily I am unable to sit for so very long; but one measure of how interesting,
educational and entertaining your class was is that I never stood up to give my
aching rear end and back a break during your workshop.” LP

“I have been trying to use Lightroom for a couple of years without much success
mainly because I was so confused about where my pictures/files were that I was

easily frustrated while trying to learn the program. Your discussion of the different
modules and how they worked, particularly the Library Module helped me
tremendously. I now know exactly where the files are and am excited to learn more
about Lightroom.” MR
“Many thanks for your Lightroom Overview class and for the handouts you provided.
It was very informative and the pace was just right for me. I will start moving my
30,000 images into and organized folder structure as you suggested and move to and
begin using Lightroom ASAP. And I will start shooting in RAW!” SP
Your workshop inspired me to finally embark on creating a systematic folder
structure in Lightroom for my photos....and to acquire a couple of external hard
drives for security and backup. It was a valuable workshop experience. KK

